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Abstract

The report presents the shape and structure of the soul according to the taoist knowledge and explores the roots of the soul disease causing cancer. The foundation of all traditional approach is the unity between the physical body and mental body, so the soul disease can realize and manifest also in the physical body. The traditional chinese ideography and iconography clarify the gui bodies are contained in the primeval animic, benshen, hun and po, encapsulated in them. The pathological activation of the embryonic form of the organism, in order to the archaic creative power, may cause an alteration of the state of consciousness, shen, and the following pathogenic release of the animic embryonic bodies, benshen, hun and po, and the release of entity enclosed in them, the gui, ghost and demon, and can cause cancer. With regard to the physiology, stem cells appear to represent a manifestation of those spiritual principles that originate from the sky and from the earth at conception. When the healthy cell is loses, their physiological functions turns into cancer. They grows, replicates and expands at the expense of the body just like the gui escaped from benshen is now serious pathogen for the body and can cause infestations of gu, root of energy degeneration and organic cancer. The proposals for prevention and treatment are related to the cure of the embryonic body, designed to restore the sick body's energy balance, pacify the mental and emotional trouble, restoring the stable efficacy of a reasonable state of consciousness. The report presents traditional methods of Sun Si Miao’s acupuncture protocols of the seventy century, Korean traditional protocols of acupuncture, the Seven Dragons, and an ancient practic of qigong, the Flying Dragon.
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